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6 month introductory APR*

HOME EQUITY
LINE OF CREDIT

HOME EQUITY
LOAN

as low as
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3.75

%
APR**

thereafter

3.24

%
APR***

thereafter

515-330-4700
GreenState.org
*APR is Annual Percentage Rate. Introductory rate is fixed for 6 months from the loan origination date. At that time, all balances will convert to the fixed rate of the loan program
that you have chosen. Options include a fixed rate loan or fixed rate line of credit. All loans are subject to approval. Offer ends March 31, 2022. Rates as of Feb 1, 2022 are as follows:
**Fixed Rate Home Equity Line of Credit as low as 3.75% APR for a 5-year credit line. An example of monthly payment for $25,000 loan is $250. The payment example does not include
taxes or insurance and the actual payment obligation may be greater. If paying the minimum monthly payment only, a balloon payment may result at the end of the term. Rate is based on credit
history and loanto-value (LTV). Rate assumes an LTV of 80% or less and a FICO score of 700 or above. Proof of homeowner insurance required. Closing costs are $350 in Iowa / $450 in
Illinois unless full appraisal needed (appraisal estimate $495). No internal refinances. Consult tax advisor on tax deductibility. Rate and loan approval are subject to credit qualification and
Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio. ***Home Equity Loan rates are as low as 3.24% APR for a 5-year term, 3.99% APR for a 10-year term, 4.49% APR for a 15-year term. For example, 60
monthly payments of $18.08 per $1,000 borrowed at 3.24% APR. The payment example does not include taxes or insurance and the actual payment obligation may be greater. Rate
is based on credit history and loan-to-value (LTV). Rate assumes an LTV of 80% or less and a FICO score of 700 or above. Proof of homeowner insurance required. Closing costs are
$350 in Iowa / $450 in Illinois unless full appraisal needed (appraisal estimate $495). No internal refinances. Consult tax advisor on tax deductibility. Rate and loan approval are subject to
credit qualification and Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio. Offer excludes Freedom Loans and interest only home equity products.
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YOU CAN JOIN if you live or work in Iowa.
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PUBLISHER’S COLUMN

The home improvement
projects continue

on Google and Facebook

By Shane Goodman | Publisher

While remodeling the upstairs of our home,
my wife and I commented to each other on
how we were looking forward to the day
when we won’t have all these projects to
work on. The real question is, will that day
ever come?
The major work will certainly end once
the windows, framing and flooring are
completed, right? But then there are all the little improvements
that come next — replacing ceiling fans, installing new towel
racks, upgrading light fixtures. And then it’s about time again for
new concrete, siding or shingles. The list may change, but it will
never end.
That’s what makes this time of year so important. Most all of
us want to get these tasks completed before the warm weather
comes around. And, although there are some projects we can do
ourselves, many others require the use of professionals.

Professional Tree
Removal Services For
Your Home Or Business

So, if you are in the middle of a few household projects right now,
we feel your pain. If you want some ideas for your next project,
you will find some in this guide. If you need help to finish the
ones you started, you will find many professionals who can do the
work for you.

✓ TREE REMOVAL
FREE
✓ TREE PRUNING
ESTIMATES
✓ STUMP REMOVAL

Yes, the home improvement projects may never end, but summer
is coming soon, and we all need a reason to play.
Thanks for reading. n
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HOME ADDITIONS

By Darren Tromblay

If you can dream it...
Additions pose unique challenges but are worth it, say the Dilleys.

The Dilleys wanted the additions to their home to blend with the existing house. It took some
time before they found a contractor who said it could be done.

John and Jennifer Dilley’s story of their
beautiful Lake Panorama home is one of
perseverance and wind. Yes, wind.
The Dilleys purchased a lot near Lake
Panorama in 1984 when their boys, Joe
and Jake, were 5 years and 9 months old,
respectively, after having been “blown away”
by what they saw while staying in a family
member’s condo on the lake.
There, across the main basin of the lake, was a
seemingly perfect tract of land, complete with
majestic pine trees and a locale to die for.
“We just kept staring at it with our binoculars,”
Jennifer remembers.
They drove toward the site otherwise known as
“Christmas Tree Point,” and, once they arrived,
to their pleasant surprise, they found a “For
Sale” sign on a piece of land by the road. The
couple didn’t know where the property lines
were, so they walked the lot and heard the
familiar “swoosh” of wind blowing through the
pines — a lovely sound, especially to a family
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of snow skiers. It was the sound of perfection,
and they knew: This is what they wanted.
Five years after purchasing the lot, they
built a home and moved to the lake house
permanently. The couple completed work on
the interior of the house to make it more of
a year-round feel for both of them and, by
2019, were deciding how to give the exterior
the same facelift that the interior had already
received. Then COVID hit, which sped up
their building plans considerably.
“Neither of us felt ready to completely retire,
but we also did not want to jump through
the hoops that would be required when and
if we reopened our Clive clinic,” says Dilley
of the couple’s counseling clinic. “Teletherapy
was working well for our patients during the
pandemic, so the time was right to add on a
couple of office areas to our home, which also
included moving the laundry room from the
lower level and making a large multi-functional
closet area off the master bath. At the same
time, we wanted to enclose our front roadside
stoop to become a more gracious entry.”
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Jennifer and John Dilley first purchased a
lot on Lake Panorama in 1984. Their latest
additions flow seamlessly from the original
home.

After showing their rough sketches to several
contractors, the couple was told to give up the
dream of adding any more rooflines to those
already existing. Most said it couldn’t be done
or that it would end up looking “tacky.” But
the Dilleys persevered.
“We disagreed and hired a structural engineer
to design how we could ‘connect the parts,’ ”
Dilley says. “Now we were more officially ready
to go, but there still wasn’t a contractor willing
to take it on.”

Massive windows provide a stunning view of the lake. Wooden
ceilings carry through the main house and additions.

Enter Andrew Webster, owner of Soap Stone
Construction. Webster spent 90 minutes one
day looking at the original dog-eared blueprints
and their new structural engineer’s drawings,
while learning of their needs and desires. It
wasn’t long before Webster uttered those magic
words: “I think I’ve caught your vision. Give
me a week to draw it out and get the sketches
to you.”

Jennifer and John Dilley wanted a welcoming front entry, so they
enclosed their stoop area and added seating that serves as a reception
area with a lot of natural light.

Exactly one week later, he delivered, sending
the couple an email with pictures of what the
finished product would look like. Soon, the
work began.
“Our home is loaded with windows, and the
project required removal of three of those,
but the crew was able to recycle those three
windows into the new additions,” Dilley
says. “Once the additions were complete, we

requested that Andrew — and our wonderful
plumber Stew Firebaugh — add a second
full bath in the lower level area of the former
laundry room; it was an ‘add-on afterthought’
and required cement work, etc., but was
completed quickly and efficiently.”
With so many “moving parts” in the yearlong project, the couple braced themselves for
unwelcomed surprises. But they never came,

Planning Your Next Move?

Whether you’re moving across town or across the
country, we shoulder the hard work and worries
so you can focus on more important things.
FREE,
NO-OBLIGATION
ESTIMATES

WINNER OF
BEST LOCAL
MOVER

2022

Runner-Up for Best Local
Customer Service

FURNITURE MOVING
BOXES & SUPPLIES
CLIMATE-CONTROLLED STORAGE
PACKING & UNPACKING
LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE
“Movers on a Mission.”

Scan here for a

FREE
QUOTE!

info@spinemoving.com

spinemoving.com
FAMILY/VETERAN-OWNED BUSINESS
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The additions to the Dilley home have many windows, including a large circular one that lets light stream into a cozy area where a fireplace/
television combination are the focal point.

HIGHEST QUALITY, UNBEATABLE SERVICE

Call Now!

515-289-2020

www.APlusLawn.com

1ST LAWN APPLICATION

FREE

HARDWOOD FLOOR REFINISHING
CARPET • LUXURY VINYL TILE
CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE • AND MORE

GREEN

FAMILY

FLOORING

515-255-2600 • 1901 Beaver Avenue in Des Moines

www.greenfamilyf looring.com

LO C A L LY OW N E D A N D O P E R AT E D BY B O B A N D J E N I G R E E N
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New customers only. With Full SeasonProgram. Up to 20,000 sq. ft. Must present coupon
at time of payment. Not valid with any other coupon, offer, or special. Expires 4/30/22.

• Tune-up & Oil Change
• Blades Sharpened
• All Brands

7 OFF

MOBILE $
MOWER
PUSH MOWER - REG. PRICE $99
SERVICE
New customers only. With full season program. Up to 20,000 sq ft. Must present coupon at time of payment.
95

No trip charges. Must present coupon
at timewith
of payment.
Notoffer.
valid with
any other
offer, coupon, or special. Expires 4/30/22.
Not valid
any other
Expires
6/30/2021.
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thanks in part to the
diligence of Webster. The
additions to the home were
finished and were exactly
what they had envisioned
— an updated home that
didn’t look updated.
“One of our largest
concerns was that the
finished additions blend
seamlessly with the
existing home — from
correct flooring transitions,
to vaulted wood ceilings
and car-sided walls; from
matching the existing
kitchen cupboards and
stone splash and granite
countertops, to using
identical window and
door trim,” Dilley says.
“And, sure enough, the
biggest compliment we’ve
received from family and
friends is that the final
home product looks like
it’s always been here. Now
that’s a feat.” n

Accents in the Dilley home include a propeller ceiling fan, antiques and sliding doors, at right.

NO HIGH-PRESSURE SALES TACTICS
NO PRICING OR DISCOUNT GIMMICKS
JUST AN HONEST, STRAIGHTFORWARD, PRICE

High performing replacement
windows for your home.

FREE IN-HOME

OR VIRTUAL
CONSULTATIONS
CALL TODAY! 515-247-2957
We’re ready to put our window & door expertise to work for you!

www.bureshhomesolutions.com
9379 Swanson Boulevard, Suite D, Clive
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BATHROOM

By Lindsey Giardino

A vacation feeling
Creating a bathroom with a spa-like atmosphere
When Marketa Oliver and her
husband hired a contractor to
help finish their basement, she
had particularly high hopes for the
bathroom: for it to feel like a spa to
be enjoyed on vacations. With her
daughter’s help, she ended up with
just that.
Their daughter, a senior in college,
chose the finishes and décor.
“I love that she designed it,” Oliver
says. “It’s a very welcoming and
relaxing space.”
The bathroom features white
subway tile surrounding the shower
and soaker tub, as well as a large
gray vanity with clean lines and a
slate-gray tile floor. Modern fixtures
were chosen to match the rest of
the home’s style, and they found
the perfect mirror on Facebook
Marketplace. The shower includes
dual oversize insets, and, outside the
soaker tub is a tiled spot to set down
a wine glass or display candles.
“It’s like a spa bathroom,” Oliver
says.
In addition, they framed vintage
travel posters of places like Madrid
and Monte Carlo that their
daughter found, which fit well since
the Olivers like to travel.
For other folks looking to hire a
contractor for a home project like
theirs, Oliver advises people check
the Better Business Bureau website
and other sources to make sure
they’re finding a reputable business
or person.

Marketa Oliver hired a contractor to finish her basement bathroom. Now, it’s like having a spa in the house,
she says.

“Ask around and seek out references,” Oliver says. “Definitely get
different quotes.”

Oliver says the hardest part is sometimes just committing to making
the project happen, so seek out guidance from others to boost your
confidence.

She adds that second piece of advice because the quotes they received
from contractors ranged greatly; between the highest and lowest bid was
a $12,000 difference.

“For me, it’s hard to know where to start because it can be such an
overwhelming project, but I would just start by asking people for some
direction.” n
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Thank you for voting Louie’s Floor Covering as Des Moines’

BEST LOCAL
FLOORING STORE!
2022

Your complete flooring store
since 1964

515-243-8608
louiesfloorcovering.com

2709 Ingersoll Ave., Des Moines
Family owned and operated for more than 50 years.
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PLAYHOUSE

By Ashley Rullestad

Bells and whistles

Playhouse/shed combo features Wi-Fi, heating and cooling.
Oliver Keeling’s kids kept asking for a treehouse.
The problem? They didn’t have a mature tree big
enough for one. So Keeling got an idea.
“I decided to build a shed that could be used as
a playhouse and, in the future, for yard stuff and
storage when they grow out of it.”
What started as a small shed turned into a fancy
playhouse with a loft featuring Wi-Fi, wireless
speakers, and even security cameras with a
monitored fire alarm system.
“I loved building it. Doing most of the work
myself and hiring out the things I knew needed
done 100% correct or that I knew I couldn’t do
well enough on my own worked great.”

Though Keeling hadn’t tackled a project like it
before, he relied heavily on Google, YouTube and
determination. He didn’t hesitate to ask questions
of friends and family. He also hired out a bit of
the work, too, like a local father and son team to
do the concrete.
After he built the frame and installed windows,
doors and siding, Keeling did the roof. Even his
wife was caught on the roof with him hanging
fascia at one time. He did a lot of the electrical
and low-voltage work, but he hired a local licensed
Abby Keeling and her sister, Laura (not pictured)
can enjoy the playhouse their dad, Oliver, built
year-round thanks to heating and air conditioning
he installed. Photo by Todd Rullestad
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✓

Air Conditioning
Heating
Indoor Air Quality

✓
✓
✓

Plumbing
Geothermal
Water Heaters

EMERGENCY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

515-384-0881

OPEN 24
HOURS

CallSchaalYaall.com 5670 NW Beaver Dr. Johnston, IA
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CALL SCHAAL, YA’ALL!
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OLD SCHOOL

VALUES
HONEST SERVICE,
QUALITY WORK AT
A FAIR PRICE.

24 MONTH
NO INTEREST

financing or up to $1,000 off on
complete system replacements

MidwestComfortIowa.com

Abby and Laura Keeling asked their dad, Oliver, for a treehouse.
Without a tree big enough to accommodate it, he went with building
an elaborate playhouse instead. Photo by Todd Rullestad

24/7 SERVICE 515-277-6327

Family Owned, Family-Oriented

electrician to pull the permit and inspect his work, then had a neighbor
spray-foam the shed.
“I then hired a local drywall guy and then installed a mini split for heat
and AC. This was installed by myself also, but I hired a client to check
it over and make sure it all worked well.”
As for a budget — well, budgets fluctuate.
“I basically did what I could with the money I had to spare that month.
Then I saved a little for the next month and so on. Doing 80% of the
work I could do myself and hiring local professionals to help with the
drywall, concrete and electrical details as needed also kept cost down.”
Getting a good deal on spray-foam helped, as did having friends and
family who were excited to see what he was building lend a hand.
“I’ve saved plenty of work for this winter, like trim and eventually
decorating the interior with maybe a Disney theme early next year.
Breaking things up each month and saving some things for later also
helps keep the budget down.”
Keeling says having air conditioning and heating will allow the kids to
use it year-round. They especially enjoy the loft with the slide.
“I live by the phrase ‘per ardua ad astra,’ which means ‘through
adversity to the stars’ — anything is possible. Which to me means work
hard and don’t give up. Ask for guidance even if it’s Google or YouTube,
friends and family. Don’t be scared to start a project but also make it a
goal to finish the project no matter what and try your best.” n

BUILT ON SERVICE
AND DEPENDABILITY
PATIO COVERS & AWNINGS
STORM & ENTRY DOORS
SUNROOMS
WINDOWS AND SIDING
SHOWROOM: Corner of 63rd and
Railroad Ave. in West Des Moines

iowalumberandconstruction.com

515-255-1200

The highest quality products,
customer satisfaction and
continuing confidence make Iowa
Lumber & Construction a leader
in the home improvement industry.
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PLAYROOM

By Lindsey Giardino

Basement room becomes playground
When the derecho destroyed the family’s playset, Kaylee Carroll built one indoors.

After the derecho destroyed her kids’ outdoor playset, Kaylee Carroll got her tools out and constructed one inside while eight months pregnant.

Kaylee Carroll was 34 weeks pregnant when
the derecho hit two years ago. The storm
destroyed her family’s backyard playset, which
upset her just as much as it did their then
2-year-old. With a second child on the way,
Carroll wanted a place for her toddler to play
while she was busy with the new baby, but she
had no time to wait around for someone else to
make it happen.
So, three weeks before her baby arrived, Carroll
built an indoor playset in an unused basement
room. She searched Pinterest for inspiration
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then drew up an initial sketch of what she
wanted the area to look like. Then she began
the process of measuring everything out,
purchasing the necessary materials and building
the frame of the playset.
Carroll used salvaged parts — like the slide
and rock wall — from the old outdoor playset
but built her own monkey bars, ladder, crawl
tunnel and more. The end result is a fun area
where the kids can play when she and her
husband are entertaining, especially in the
wintertime.
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Carroll is a physical therapist by day and enjoys
the opportunity to be creative and tackle DIY
projects at home.
“Being able to use my hands in a different way
for these projects is super fun,” she says.
She also turned one of the home’s guest
bedrooms into a workout area. To do so, she
tore out the carpet and put in new flooring, as
well as designed and installed an asymmetrical
board and batten accent wall. Carroll says she
wanted to make the room “pretty” so she’d
enjoy using it — a goal she’s accomplished.

Spring 2022 | HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE | CITYVIEW
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Kaylee Carroll has undertaken many home improvement projects, including the deck, an indoor playset and more, for her family — husband, Joe,
and their children — to enjoy.

Carroll’s first home improvement project was at
their previous house, where she installed builtin shelves along the staircase of their split-level.
She needed to do something to the area in
order to put a baby gate up, but her husband,
Joe, and dad were too busy to help. And that’s
where it all began.
“I figured if I wanted it done, I had to do it
myself,” Carroll says.
Along the way, she’s taught herself most of
what she needs to know to be a DIY-er and
watches YouTube or Instagram videos if she
needs to learn something new. For Christmas,

adding that she didn’t attach the indoor playset
to the wall in case they ever wish to take it
down. “With DIY projects, you can really make
your house a home and fit it to what you want.
So just try.”

her wish list consisted of power tools, so she’s
built a nice collection of tools she might need
for her home projects.
“I have a very organized, analytical mind, so
it is just super fun to come up with an idea
and then figure out how to use tools and
build it and see in front of my face what I was
imagining,” Carroll says.

And, if the thought is too intimidating, hire a
contractor to carry out your vision.

Her advice to other homeowners looking to
take on a home improvement project is to go
for it, even if they’re nervous or scared that they
won’t be able to do it.
“Nothing has to be permanent,” she says,

In the end, what Carroll likes most about doing
home projects is making things that her family
will enjoy.
“We just like doing projects that bring people
together and make our house something that
we’ve always wanted.” n

PROTECT YOUR
FOUNDATION
PROTECT YOUR HOME
Basement Waterproofing
Foundation Repair
Crawl Space Repair
Egress Windows

FREE ESTIMATES
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515-462-2422
WWW.ANCHOREDWALLS.COM
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KITCHEN

By Becky Kolosik

An amazing transformation
Duey makes big impact with small investment.

AFTER

BEFORE

Sarah Duey eliminated most of the oak in her home and says painting her oak
cabinets white took her kitchen from outdated drab to fab.

When you step into the Duey home, it doesn’t
take long to see that Sarah Duey has an eye for
design. From the floors and walls to her white
kitchen with just the right pops of color, she
has put her stamp on almost every room in
their home. The words that come to mind are
“cozy and comfortable.”

transform the Kids Zone and
Kids Connection areas.

Growing up, Sarah’s parents were often making
some sort of update to their Fulton, Illinois,
home.

Like many families, the kitchen is the heart of
the Duey home and a place where they gather.
But, for Sarah, the “oak look” was outdated,
and she knew that she could fall in love with
the space all over again without having to do
a full remodel. After looking at Pinterest for
inspiration, she decided to try her hand at
painting the cabinets white.

“They did a lot on a limited budget,” she says.
“Mom was so good at putting colors together.”
Sarah’s interest in home improvement projects
grew when she and her husband, Jon, bought
their first house in Kenosha.
“It was tiny… only 750 square feet,” she recalls.
“My dad helped me put in new flooring and
paint, plus we stained the unfinished cabinets.”

But Sarah has also been motivated to take on
projects in her own home to make it cozier and
more comfortable. It started six years ago with
the kitchen.

She didn’t do a ton of research that first time
around in terms of the best type of paint or
how to apply it.

They moved a few years later to another home
when she was eight months pregnant with their
second child. She painted the entire house
within a couple weeks.

“While I loved the overall look, I wasn’t
completely happy with the paint I used,” she
explains. “It was too glossy, and that ended up
showing brush strokes and roller marks more
than I would have liked.”

Since living in Indianola, Sarah has been able
to put her renovation and design skills to work
at Indianola Community Church, where Jon
has been a pastor for several years. It started
with the youth room remodel, then lobby
and office renovations/updates. Most recently
she worked as part of a team to completely

Sarah has done a lot more research on paint
and application processes since that first
kitchen project six years ago. She recently
re-painted her cabinets and also designed a
“drop zone” for the kids that includes a bench,
drawers for shoes, storage cabinets as well as
several hooks for backpacks and coats.

In the living room, she called on the help of
a contractor for a larger project — building a
fireplace. She then added a tile surround and
white IKEA shelves on either side to give the
illusion of a large wall unit.
Family and friends quickly took notice of
Sarah’s painting/design skills, and she’s done a
few projects for others. She says it has helped
her to perfect the process and find what works
best.
When it comes to painting cabinets, she
says the hardest and most important step is
prepping.
“Some projects are worse than others
depending on how dirty the cabinets are.
Everything has to be clean before sanding, and
it takes extra time if there are nicks or holes
that need filled. Spraying the doors cuts the
time in half compared to brushing or rolling,
and it also results in the smoothest finish
possibly but takes time and practice to learn the
proper technique.”
Sarah has lots of advice for homeowners who
want to make small, impactful, budget-friendly
changes to their home, including painting the
walls, changing wall décor, adding new to the
old, adding an area rug, hanging new curtains,
or adding a simple pop of color. n
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WHOLE HOUSE

By Jackie Wilson

Eunice — a 100-year-old cutie
Couple renovates older home inside and out.
When Lisa and Brian Farrell “adopted” Eunice a
couple of years ago, they didn’t realize how much
work she might be. After all, she was a 99-year-old
home that needed numerous upgrades to her interior
and exterior. But, before long, Eunice will welcome a
new family for another century of living.
Eunice is the name of the home the Farrells are
currently renovating. The couple owns a few rental
properties and, to keep themselves straight on which
house they were talking about, decided to name it.
“Eunice was a vintage name. She’s a cute little old
girl,” Lisa explains. “Now we know what house we
are going to.”
Since their first rental property was easy to fix up,
they thought another home just next door would
be ideal. It was a classic craftsman home with lots of
potential and charm.

A N K E N Y ’S
LO C A L LY
OW N E D
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A porch swing was installed to keep the look and feel of a 100-year-old home. Photo by
Jackie Wilson

GRILLS
SMOKERS
FIREPITS

ACRE RETAIL
NURSERY

Complete selection of trees, shrubs, perennials,
edging, block, pavers and bulk materials
including different types of rock, mulch and soil.

Plus accessories,
spices, rubs, sauces
and more!

Stop in to visit our experienced designers
and our helpful nursery staff.

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE
ON ALL PRODUCTS

FREE

ESTIMATES

(515) 965-1206 • 1313 SW Ordnance Road, Ankeny

www.tntlandscaping.com
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www.hawgeyesbbq.com
1313 SW Ordnance Rd, Ankeny

“We love home renovation and always wanted
to flip a house. We had all the tools. We
thought the house was cute,” says Lisa.

BEFORE

The first thing they did was paint the exterior.
Storm doors and windows were replaced, and
they put a porch swing in the front porch.
As they began work inside, they knew a wood
floor hid underneath the carpet, but they were
unsure of the condition.
“The floors were in really good shape, but there
were stains, so we hired someone to refinish it.
It was the best decision to spend the money,”
she says. “It wasn’t in our original budget. We’re
amazed that whoever did this floor — it was still
in great condition for a 100-year-old home.”
The floor was sanded down and holes were
filled. Some pieces of wood were replaced with
material from other parts of the home. An area
where the heater sat appears mismatched but
adds to the home’s character.
The kitchen had laminate flooring. As they
began ripping it up, they found four layers of
flooring on top of the wood.
“We kept peeling away and found the wood

Underneath all of the old materials was a treasure of solid wood floors throughout the Farrell
home.

was in great shape. We originally planned to
tile it. It was a ton of work to get up all the
layers, and we kept the wood floors,” says Lisa.
They found a big surprise in the kitchen. The
room was boxed in, so they took out a wall to
open up the space. They could see a chimney
on the outside of the home but didn’t see it on
the inside. They began chipping the wall away
carefully and finally found a brick chimney —
in great shape. There wasn’t much detailing to
do except to vacuum the chimney.
The bathroom was a complete rehaul. There
was a tub with tiled walls but no shower. They
put in a claw-foot tub with a ring shower on
top. Lisa found a smaller, 54-inch tub online
— a great find for $100.

Throughout the process, they saved money
by selling old appliances and repurposing
items. They wanted to retain as many original
features as possible but added a few modern
touches, such as lighting and updated kitchen
appliances.
In the basement, they added a full shower.
Another unique surprise was located behind
wood doors in the basement. Inside were two
huge barrels once used to hold oil for heating
the home. On the brick walls in the room are
scribbled marks with dozens of oil delivery
details. One inscription read: “January 1, 1948,
22 and a half gallons.”
“There’s a lot of back stories built into the
home. I’d love to know more about who lived
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AFTER

The Farrells knocked out the kitchen wall and were surprised to find a chimney in great shape.
Photo by Jackie Wilson

here. There’s so many treasures,” says Lisa.
Another discovery was a board on the top of a
closet shelf. An owner from 1994 signed it when
they sold it. The next owner they purchased it from
also signed and dated it. The Farrells will sign it
“Eunice” and hope the tradition continues through
the decades.
Lisa began an Instagram page, “Those Flippin’
Farrells,” as friends were curious about the progress.
She provides updates and videos of the pair
smashing walls and crumbling plaster.

“They don’t build houses like this anymore. We
love the look, the location. It just needs some love.
There’s dollar signs attached to this love. There’s
blood, sweat and tears attached to the love,” she says.
The couple admits it’s taken a great deal of work —
and they both work fulltime jobs. With their three
kids out of the home, it’s a good way to spend time
together. However, Lisa says they won’t do it again
since it’s time consuming.
“We don’t regret it. Our roots are here. We want to
give back for a cute old home. We want to make it
last another 100 years,” she says. n

Lisa Farrell is happy with the
renovated kitchen in a home
that she and her husband,
Brian, call “Eunice,” a play
off its location off University
Avenue. Photo by Jackie Wilson
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